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A: That's a backspace
and the page has

probably been moved to
another location in your
pdf reader. Check the
bookmarks. These are
the results of playing

with a backspace in my
Adium pdf viewer. Q:

How to stop a
countdown timer using
NSTimer in Swift? in
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my app I am using
Timer to make a

Countdown timer. I
have added a image

view on the bottom of
the screen so that my

timer will be displayed
on the image view.
When the timer is

finished, I want the
timer to stop. How can I

achieve that? A: As
others have said, use
NSTimer to manage
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your timer in applicatio
nDidEnterBackground

and applicationWillEnte
rForeground for

example. In general, you
just need to ensure that

your timer is
deallocated when the

app goes in the
background, and re-
inited in foreground.

You are correct that the
stop functionality is a

little trickier. You
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could, of course, just
call [NSTimer

invalidate] but that will
fire an exception and
take your app down.
One trick is to use a
weak timer object to

ensure that it is
deallocated even if

some other object holds
a strong reference to it.
Perhaps the easiest way

to remove this
functionality would be
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to turn off your timer in
applicationDidEnterBac
kground (as described

above) and to set a flag,
which you can check in
applicationDidBecome
Active. If you find that

this flag is true, you
should stop the timer,
remove all timer data,

etc. The other option, of
course, is to implement

some kind of flag in
your timer object that
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will simply remove the
timer and deallocate the
timer object itself. Q:
How to synchronize
back to the internet

from a tethering
connection? I have an

iPad with a limited
capacity data

connection that only
allows 2G speeds, and I
have a MiFi that works

with any kind of
internet, e.g.
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3G/4G/LTE, by cutting
off the data connection
when it's on a phone, as
long as the MiFi has a
wifi connection. So I

have wifi at the office
or wifi at home. Now

how can I transfer back
my data plan usage to
my MiFi? If I plug in
the MiFi and turn on
airplane mode, the
internet shuts down

because I'm connected
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to a device other than
the MiFi, and then I don
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